This paper proposes a conjugate Bayesian regression model to estimate the covariance matrix of a large number of securities. Characterizing the return generating process with an unrestricted factor model, prior beliefs impose structure while preserving estimator consistency. This framework accommodates economically-motivated prior beliefs and nests shrinkage covariance matrix estimators, providing a common model for their interpretation. Minimizing posterior finite-sample square error delivers a fully-automated covariance matrix estimator with beliefs that become diffuse as the sample grows relative to the dimension of the problem. In application, this Stein-optimal posterior covariance matrix performs well in a large set of simulation experiments.
Introduction
In economic applications such as portfolio diversification and forecast combination, agent decisions depend upon a large covariance matrix summarizing the relationships between different returns or forecast errors. The sample size of the data available to the decision maker is typically quite limited relative to the dimensionality of the problem considered. As such, the unbiased sample covariance matrix estimator proves too imprecise to be practically useful in these applications, as its variance is magnified through an ill-posed optimization problem that yields highly unstable solutions.
The instability of the sample covariance matrix in portfolio diversification has been a longstudied topic since Markowitz (1952) first proposed the problem. Some of the first efforts to impose structure on the covariance matrix estimate itself through a restricted factor model were proposed in Sharpe (1963) . Restricted factor models have evolved significantly since then to multifactor models with a statistically defined number of potential factors in Connor & Korajczyk (1993) and Bai & Ng (2002) . 1 A slightly different approach focuses on minimizing the finite-sample Stein (1955) mean square error, with a series of papers by Ledoit & Wolf (2003 , 2004a proposing shrinkage estimators that form a linear combination of the sample covariance matrix with a more structured model. This paper relates most directly to the shrinkage estimation strategy, presenting a Bayesian likelihood-based foundation of factor-based shrinkage models.
In parallel, a significant literature considers Bayesian analysis of the covariance matrix, anchored by the conjugate inverse-Wishart model to evaluate the sampling properties of the posterior covariance matrix. 2 While Yang & Berger (1994) present reference priors for the problem, a number of other researchers including Leonard & Hsu (1992) and Daniels & Kass (2001) have proposed informative priors that shrink the sample covariance matrix eigenvalues. Motivated by the difficulty interpreting the priors in these settings, a number of other papers seek to impose structure using clustering or a hierarchical Bayesian model, such as the analysis in Daniels & Kass (1999) and Liechty et al. (2004) . Many of these techniques require MCMC simulation to characterize posterior expectations, a mechanism that can be computationally infeasible in extremely large models. This paper builds on the Bayesian approach by analyzing posterior expectations for the covariance matrix in the natural conjugate setting with a standard Normal-Gamma data generating process. The statistical model represents the data generating process as a degenerate factor model, 1 Fan et al. (2008) provide a theoretical foundation for establishing consistency of these estimators in sparse statistical models. Recent work, including Bickel & Levina (2008a,b) ; Lam & Fan (2009) ; Cai et al. (2010) ; Cai & Liu (2011); and Fan et al. (2011) , extends the application of sparsity to derive regularization strategies for covariance matrix estimators.
2 For examples, see Yang & Berger (1994) and Bensmail & Celeux (1996) for analyses based on the spectral decomposition of the matrix. Barnard et al. (2000) propose another approach, deriving informative priors for the covariance matrix in terms of its correlations and standard deviations. Liu (1993) ; Pinheiro & Bates (1996); and Pourahmadi (1999, 2000) can each be related to the Cholesky decomposition of the inverse of the covariance matrix, a device that is also used often in the analysis of sparse statistical models.
with a security's factor loadings determining its covariances with other assets. The factors are not the focus of inquiry in and of themselves, but rather only as a mechanism for characterizing the structure of the covariance matrix. For this reason, the analysis here treats the factors as fixed and observable, allowing for the number of factors to be potentially large. Conditional on these factors, I introduce an asymptotically-negligible perturbation of the likelihood for easily characterizing posterior expectations.
Prior beliefs on the factor loadings combine with the data to yield a structured, well-conditioned posterior expectation that remains consistent for the true covariance matrix. In the context where factors represent principal components of returns, I show the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the sample covariance matrix, respectively, correspond to the variance of a factor and the associated vector of factor loadings across securities. Using this result, I show the posterior expected covariance matrix shrinks these eigenvectors toward their prior expectations and scales the corresponding eigenvalues to preserve orthonormality. This shrinkage representation is readily generalized, allowing the Bayesian framework I propose to nest any additive shrinkage estimator through empiricallydetermined priors.
As in Ledoit & Wolf (2004a) , the shrinkage decomposition also facilitates deriving empirical prior beliefs to minimize finite-sample expected loss. Subject to a bandwidth parameter that can be effectively chosen via a simulated optimization algorithm, the Stein-optimal posterior covariance matrix is fully automated and easily implemented. This automation forgoes specifying a particular shrinkage target as the model for prior beliefs and allows for more robust performance of the posterior covariance matrix across a variety of settings. Recently, Ledoit & Wolf (2012) and Ledoit & Wolf (2013) have analyzed the nonlinear regularization of the eigenvalues for covariance matrices under different loss functions. Further, Bai & Liao (2012) consider the problem of extracting the principal components themselves in large problems. The exercise here considers a rather simpler question, focusing on solving for the optimal shrinkage under Frobenius loss proposed in Ledoit & Wolf (2004a) in a more flexible class or estimators, allowing for purely data-driven posterior regularization.
In application, the additional flexibility allows the Stein-optimal posterior estimator to perform effectively in a wider variety of settings than any of the individual methodologies presented in Ledoit & Wolf (2004a) . Both in terms of mean-square error and in a portfolio optimization exercise, I
show the Stein-optimal posterior performs as well as any currently available estimator and often performs better in a battery of simulation experiments. Though a given shrinkage estimators may perform better for specific data generating process, this performance may not prove to extend to other settings. Aggregating across a variety of asset universes, the stability of the Stein-optimal posterior's performance places it among the best estimators available in analyzing the covariances of returns in a large set of assets.
Statistical Model
This section develops the statistical model and derives posterior expectations for covariance matrices in a natural conjugate setting. The key innovation here lies in representing the sample covariance matrix as an unrestricted N -factor model, using prior beliefs in a structured factor model to impose structure in the posterior expectation of the covariance matrix.
The objective is to estimate the covariance matrix for the returns on N securities, r ·,t = [r 1,t , . . . , r N,t ] , each of which are normally distributed with known means µ = [µ 1 , . . . , µ N ] and an unknown covariance matrix Σ. To represent these returns in a linear model, assume that there are K observed factors F 1,t , . . . , F K,t that represent all sources of variance across the securities and that these factors have known covariance matrix Γ. As the analysis focuses on the properties of covariance matrix estimators given a set of factors, I treat the factors as fixed and observable and ignore issues related to model identification. For example, these could correspond to the full set of derived principal components, with K = N , though the present analysis ignores any estimation error in deriving these factors or recovering their covariance matrix.
Assumption 1
The return generating process for returns satisfies the following conditions:
, with both µ F and Γ known.
(c) r i,· = [r i,1 , . . . , r i,T ] ∈ S (F ), the column space of the matrix F = F ·,1 , . . . , F ·,T for all i.
Given Assumption 1, the return generating process for asset i in period t can be written as:
In this return generating process, the vector β i,· = [β i,1 , . . . , β i,K ] represents the factor loadings for asset i. Since the returns for asset i are fully explained by the set of factors, there is no idiosyncratic variation in the return generating process. Consequently, estimating Σ is equivalent to estimating these factor loadings.
Now consider a perturbation of the return generating process in which idiosyncratic noise is added to asset i's return series after the factors have been extracted. Denote this white noise by i,t , which has a non-degenerate normal distribution with mean zero and idiosyncratic variance σ 2 ,i . This additional white noise is necessary to ensure the likelihood is well-behaved when conditioning on the factors F . In an analogy to the likelihood for nonparametric regression, σ 2 ,i can be interpreted as a bandwidth parameter for the estimator.
The unrestricted covariance matrix implied by equation 2's return generating process takes the usual diagonalizable form. Let B denote a matrix with the factor loadings for all securities, Γ be the covariance matrix for the factors, and Λ be a diagonal matrix of idiosyncratic variances:
Factor models impose structure on the covariance matrix by implicitly restricting a subset of the factor loadings (typically those associated with non-economic factors) in the return generating process to equal zero. The alternative to this threshold-type restriction frames the factor model as the prior belief within a Bayesian regression framework. Deferring discussion of specific priors to sections 3 and 4, for now it suffices to represent the investor's prior beliefs satisfy conjugacy:
Here "NG" refers to the conditionally independent normal-gamma distribution. That is, β i,· has a Normal prior with mean β i,· and covariance matrix σ 2 ,i Ω i conditional on the idiosyncratic variance σ 2 ,i , which has a Gamma distribution with v i degrees of freedom and expectation s 2 i . Given T observations from the normal return generating process, r i,· = [r i,1 , . . . , r i,T ] , the likelihood of the data for specific values of β i,· and σ 2 ,i is given by a conditional Normal-Gamma distribution. That is, the likelihood for the true β i,· corresponds to a normal distribution with expectation given by the OLS estimates of factor loadings,β i,· , and covariance matrix σ 2 ,i (F F ) −1 conditional on σ 2 ,i , which has an unconditional gamma distribution with T − N degrees of freedom and expectation s 2 i , which is the OLS-computed standard error of residuals.
Since s 2 i = 0 in the sample, this likelihood is not well-defined. The singularity occurs because the data is perfectly described by the model, an event that also arises in non-parametric regression.
To address this overfitting, consider the likelihood of the perturbed return generating process, introducing noise to each security's return that prevents the factors from perfectly explaining each asset's return. The variance of this noise, h 2 T , can be interpreted as the bandwidth of the covariance matrix estimator and is scaled by the sample size to ensure estimator consistency. The likelihood for the perturbed model is then:
With this likelihood, the prior and likelihood are natural conjugates, yielding analytical posterior expectations for each asset's factor loadings in closed-form. From textbook treatments on Bayesian econometrics such as Koop (2003) or Geweke (2005) , the posterior expected factor loadings are the matrix-weighted average of prior expectations and the OLS estimated factor loadings:
Also, the posterior expected idiosyncratic variance (E post σ 2 ,i , which is denoted s 2 i ) is given by a weighted average of the prior expected idiosyncratic variance, the sample idiosyncratic variance, and a term that captures the disparity between the prior and OLS factor loadings:
Defining the matrices B and Λ as the posterior expectations for the matrices B and Λ defined above, the posterior expectation for the covariance matrix is:
As is common with Bayesian estimators, as the amount of information in the data dwarfs the prior belief, the posterior expectation converges to the unbiased sample estimator. This convergence ensures that the estimator will be asymptotically consistent for the true covariance matrix.
Proposition 1
The posterior covariance matrix estimator is consistent:
Proof. From equation 7, it's clear that plim T →∞ β = plim T →∞βi,· = β i,· . This convergence implies that plim T →∞ B = plim T →∞B = B and so, since Γ and Λ are known (the latter, given B and bandwidth h), the result holds. Chain Monte Carlo sampler in extremely high-dimensions. From an analytical perspective, the lack of closed-form posteriors would make it difficult to characterize the optimal prior beliefs presented in section 5 beyond numerical solutions.
Empirical Bayesian Priors for Shrinkage Estimators
This section presents empirical Bayesian priors consistent with Ledoit & Wolf shrinkage estimators.
I begin by decomposing the posterior expected covariance matrix into an additive factor structure, providing a shrinkage representation for posterior expectations. In section 5, this representation is useful in characterizing prior beliefs that yield admissible posterior expectations.
A Shrinkage Representation of Posterior Expectations
To further characterize the properties of the posterior covariance matrix, consider the special case when factors and beliefs are orthogonal. Here Ω i = diag(ω 2 1 , . . . , ω 2 N ) and Γ is a diagonal matrix with the k-th entry σ 2 F k . With the cross-factor independence, equation 7 implies the k-th posterior expected posterior factor loading is a weighted average of the prior expected factor loading, β i,k , and the OLS-estimated factor loading,β i,k . Let δ k denote the weight assigned to the OLS-estimated factor k loading be defined as:
These weights depend only on the total variation observed in the factor, T σ 2 F k and prior variance ω 2 k , so δ k is constant across all securities. Denote by B k the N × 1 vector of each asset's prior expected k factor loadings and letB k and B k be the vector of each asset's OLS-estimated and posterior expected k factor loadings. The cross-sectional posterior expected factor loadings are:
This formula for posterior expected factor loadings links the posterior covariance matrix with existing shrinkage estimators, allowing the posterior covariance matrix to be written as:
This decomposition provides an analytically useful device for deriving empirical prior beliefs con- 
Empirical Bayesian Priors for Ledoit and Wolf Shrinkage
The Ledoit & Wolf (2004a) Single-Factor Shrinkage estimator is defined as a linear combination of the sample covariance matrix (Σ S ) and the single-factor covariance matrix (Σ SF ):
Here, B SF denotes the vector of factor loadings for each asset in a restricted single-factor covariance matrix (Σ SF ) with factor variance σ 2 SF and diagonal matrix of idiosyncratic variances Λ SF and, as before, B, Γ, and Λ represent the parameters of an N factor covariance matrix. Ledoit & Wolf (2004a) set the shrinkage intensity, δ, to minimize the estimator's expected square error.
Relating equation 13 to 14 simply requires specifying prior beliefs so each factor's shrinkage coefficient, δ k , equals δ. Letβ i,SF be the single factor OLS parameter estimate for asset i, then:
Proposition 2 Suppose the likelihood of the data is given by equation 6 and an investor's prior belief is given by equation 4 with parameters:
Then the posterior covariance matrix is given by the Ledoit and Wolf estimator in equation 14.
Proposition 2's proof is in appendix A1, with the only technical bit showing the priors for idiosyncratic variance are well-defined. The result illustrates how prior variances for a factor loading scale with the empirical variance of that factor so the shrinkage intensity will be constant across all factors. When N is fixed, Ledoit & Wolf (2003) show that the asymptotically optimal value of δ behaves like a constant over T . Consequently, when δ is chosen to minimize finite-sample expected loss, ω k grows as T becomes large and the priors implied by the optimal shrinkage become diffuse as the sample size itself grows. In this sense, the Ledoit and Wolf estimator converges to the sample covariance matrix faster than the posterior covariance matrix with fixed prior beliefs.
To this point, the model has abstracted from the problem of identifying the factors and their data generating processes. While the posterior analysis flexibly adapts to any factor specification, the equivalence result in proposition 2 relies on the factor structure embedded in Ledoit & Wolf (2004a) shrinkage. In particular, the single factor defining the shrinkage target must match the first of the N factors in the sample covariance matrix representation, which must also be orthogonal to the other factors in the model. This requirement is not too restrictive, since the factors can be defined so that it holds by construction. 4
Economically Motivated Prior Belief Specifications
Beyond prior beliefs supporting shrinkage estimators, we may wish to consider other models for adding structure to covariance matrix estimation. This section presents two such models for prior beliefs based on economic intuition and empirical regularities in factor models.
Benchmark Driven Correlation Prior
To incorporate the structure of a K < N factor model of covariance, consider a prior that is diffuse over the first K factor loadings but shrinks the remaining N − K factor loadings toward zero. As a further simplifying assumption, assume the prior for each factor loading is independent of one another and that the prior standard deviation is constant for each of the remaining N − K factors.
This prior relates to Bayesian pricing models in Pastor (2000) 
Mean Reverting Factor Loading Prior
A common approach to generating factor models extracts latent factors from the returns themselves, introducing potentially valuable information for prior beliefs about factor loadings. For instance, if a latent factor is defined by positive weights for each security, a zero prior expectation for that factor's loadings may be inappropriate. Define the cross-sectional average beta,
i , whereβ i,· andŝ 2 i denote the OLS-estimated factor loadings and residual variance for the i-th security, respectively. The Mean Reverting prior beliefs shrink the factor loadings for an individual security toward these grand means.
This prior belief is rooted in Blume (1971 Blume ( , 1975 's empirical observation that factor loadings exhibit mean reversion in the cross-section. As with the Benchmark Driven Correlation prior, σ C represents the degree to which the model allows for cross-sectional variation in factor loadings. As σ C → 0, all factor loadings become identical and all covariances converge to a single constant. If v becomes large, the idiosyncratic variances also converge to a constant. The limiting posterior covariance matrix is definied by two parameters with diagonal entries equaling the average variance and off-diagonal entries equaling the average covariance for all assets.
As an empirical Bayesian procedure, the Mean-Reverting prior fails the statistical assumption that the prior is independent of the likelihood. A more formal approach could follow hierarchical 5 In papers that apply Pastor & Stambaugh (2002) to conditional settings, Avramov & Wermers (2006) and Banegas et al. (2013) utilize prior beliefs to limit the influence of macroeconomic factors to an investment's expected return. These approaches can also be nested in the current context by treating the macroeconomic factor as any other factor. Since the applications considered here focus solely on minimizing volatility, the level of expectations and specification for σα is irrelevant. One appeal of the Benchmark Driven Correlation prior lies in its ability to conveniently nest this sort of flexible Bayesian pricing model without restricting non-benchmark correlations.
Bayesian approach motivated by Jones & Shanken (2005) where the cross-section is informative about an individual asset's factor loadings. In this sense, the pricing parameter σ α measures the degree to which an investor believes individual fund alphas can vary from the grand mean alpha (for example, as in Frost & Savarino (1986) ), with large values of σ α allowing alphas to be effectively unrestricted in the cross-section.
The Stein-Optimal Posterior Covariance Matrix Expectation
This section derives optimal prior variance specifications for any fixed prior expected factor loading, extending the optimal shrinkage intensity analysis from Ledoit & Wolf (2003) to the current setting.
The analysis builds on the shrinkage representation from equation 13, treating the shrinkage weights themselves as free parameters for tuning prior beliefs. After solving for the admissible shrinkage weights, proposition 5 provides a natural way to construct prior beliefs consistent with these weights.
Optimal Priors for Stein Loss
Consider optimal prior beliefs under the expected Frobenius Loss measure, which also corresponds to the loss function chosen by Ledoit & Wolf (2004a,b) in solving for optimal shrinkage intensities:
This loss function is a natural measure of mean-square error based on the L 2 norm for matrices, a common loss function for statistical problems. The optimization problem balances bias and variance from the shrinkage estimator in equation 13 to minimize the risk function:
Squared summations quickly become cumbersome, so denote the total prior bias and sample variance for the (k, l) entry of the covariance matrix as:
This notation compactly expresses the optimal finite-sample shrinkage intensities (and consequently, the optimal empirical prior beliefs) in the following proposition.
Proposition 3 The risk function in equation 18 is minimized when δ 1 , . . . , δ N are chosen to equal the solution to the following set of N linear equations:
where:
The formula in proposition 4, which is proved in appendix A1, captures the familiar tradeoff in shrinkage estimators between bias introduced by a misspecified model (represented by ξ) with the total Mean Square Error of an estimator (reflected by Ψ).
Feasible Estimation of Stein Optimal Priors
Feasibly implementing optimal priors a consistent estimate for the biases and covariances in B k,l and V k,l . Following the approach of Ledoit & Wolf (2003) , the bias terms in B k,l can be consistently estimated by replacing population moments with unbiased sample moments and taking the difference between the estimated factor loadings and the prior expected factor loadings:
For the covariance terms, note that V k,l = 0, ∀k = l, since the covariance between OLS-estimates of loadings on two orthogonal factors will always be zero. A bit of algebra reveals the sum defining V k,k to include N terms corresponding to the kurtosis ofβ i,k and N (N − 1) terms corresponding to the product of the variances forβ i,k andβ j,k :
Substituting in the bandwidth parameter
for σ ,i , this reduces to:
A consistent and feasible estimator of optimal prior beliefs replaces the population moments in the equation above with sample moments. The consistency of this estimator for the beliefs follows immediately from the Continuous Mapping Theorem. Consistency of the posterior covariance matrix under optimal priors follows from the fact that the optimal shrinkage places all weight on the sample as the sample estimator becomes arbitrarily precise. The only free parameter remaining to be chosen is the bandwidth parameter h, which can be selected via a simulated optimization procedure described below in footnote 6.
Optimal Priors for Principal Factors
When the prior expected factor loadings are centered at zero and all factors correspond to principal components, the formula for optimal prior variances simplifies further. The zero prior allows rearranging the summation and multiplication in the definition of B in equation 20. By the orthonormality of principal component factor weights, the terms characterizing estimator bias simplify:
Then the optimal shrinkage coefficients can be computed as the solution to the system of equations 19 with:
So that:
Equation 13 can then invert the shrinkage coefficients to solve for the implied optimal prior beliefs in the following result.
Proposition 4 Suppose the likelihood of the data is given by equation 6 and that prior expected factor loadings are fixed at zero in equation 4 with prior variance-covariance matrix, Ω so that:
If, in addition, the prior standard deviation parameters set posterior variances for each security to the sample variance, then the posterior expected covariance matrix minimizes finite sample mean square error in the class of all priors with expected factor loadings fixed at zero.
This result characterizes the relationship between the number of observations, the number of securities, and the bandwidth of the estimator in determining the optimal shrinkage for each factor's contribution to the covariance matrix. Note that the MSE optimal prior beliefs diverge at a rate faster that T , with the important property that beliefs become diffuse as the ratio T /N becomes large. This rate of convergence, which is an effect of the bandwidth specification, is compatible with the optimal convergence rates presented in Cai et al. (2010) .
Monte Carlo Tests: Goodness of Fit and Portfolio Allocation
This section presents a battery of simulation tests that evaluate the finite sample performance of the proposed covariance matrix estimators. Table 1 summarizes the asset universes and estimators considered in the simulation. These tests calculate the sample covariance matrix from historical data on the returns for a number of securities, which serves as the "reference" covariance matrix for that asset universe. The simulation exercises generate a sample of mean-zero returns from these covariance matrices and then fits the different estimators to the simulated sample, allowing for direct comparison of the performance between these fitted estimates and the "true" covariance matrix.
Reference Data and Estimators
The first simulation test forms a set of reference covariance matrices corresponding to the sample These priors are diffuse for idiosyncratic noise, so that the variance of the error term has prior degree of freedoms v 0 = 0 and scale parameter s 2 0 = 0.01. The standard deviation of the prior is selected using a simulation technique to select the bandwidth for the Stein-optimal posterior covariance matrix, resulting in a fully-automated estimator. 6
A brief summary of the tournament between all estimators with T = 25 observations used to fit the estimator appears in Table 2 . The best estimator is often one of Ledoit and Wolf's specifications, justifying their widespread adoption. To focus on the performance of the SOP estimator, the central columns represent the potential improvement upon the SOP estimator by using the ex-post best alternative. In the samples for which the SOP estimator performs least well, an alternative can substantially reduce mean square error, though the typical improvement gain is often small. These models include four different shrinkage targets, with different specifications underperforming the Stein-optimal posterior covariance matrix in different investment universes. In terms of minimizing portfolio volatility, the improvements to using the ex-post best alternative estimator rarely exceed 25 basis points, an improvement that is usually less when the portfolio weights are constrained to be non-negative. Importantly, this comparison is the best ex-post improvement by choosing the best estimator after observing the simulation, not an a priori measure.
The rightmost columns of Table 2 
Finite Sample Goodness of Fit
To provide more details on estimator performance across sample sizes, Table 3 presents the finitesample mean square error for each of the estimators at several horizons. The Stein-optimal posterior expectation and Ledoit and Wolf shrinkage estimators are consistently among the three best performing estimators in minimizing square error. The only other estimator that competes with these two is the posterior expected covariance matrix with a Mean-Reverting prior specification.
In these simulations, the bandwidth parameter for the Stein-optimal posterior expectation is adaptively determined using the simulation procedure described in footnote 6. The effectiveness of this approach in selecting the bandwidth is demonstrated in Table 4 . While the estimator's performance is stable for nearby bandwidth specifications, the simulation-optimized bandwidth performs better than any fixed model. Noting that the bandwidth represents the average idiosyncratic monthly volatility of a security in a very large factor model, the simulation-optimized average bandwidth around 1% is a fairly reasonable setting a priori. For very large bandwidths that assign almost all the variance of a security to idiosyncratic factors, all covariances converge to zero and, consequently, the Stein-optimal posterior expectation's mean square error degrades.
As with the bandwidth in the Stein-optimal posterior expectation, the prior variance for the Factor Model and Mean Reverting models can also be adaptively determined using the proposed simulation algorithm. Table 5 evaluates the extent to which this tuning affects estimator performance for the Mean Reverting model finding that, while the estimator performs well across a variety of prior specifications, the simulation-optimizing approach sets the prior variance effectively.
The simulation-optimized optimal prior behaves as expected with the number of observations and dimension of the covariance matrix, tightening when N/T is large and becoming diffuse as the sample size grows.
Performance in Optimal Portfolio Diversification
In financial applications, an estimator's most relevant performance measure is the out-of-sample performance of the statistically estimated optimal portfolios. The simulation exercise evaluates this performance by calculating the minimum variance portfolio weights for the estimated covariance matrices and computing the volatility of that portfolio with the "true" reference covariance matrix.
While this analysis doesn't exactly match the dynamic features captured in portfolio backtesting, it does characterize the performance of the estimator in a static, myopic portfolio allocation setting.
Here, the simulation approach provides a richer sampling environment and has been used in a (2008) . To fix the problem, given a population of N securities with normally distributed returns having mean µ and covariance matrix Σ, the objective is to select the portfolio weights w that maximize utility for an investor with risk aversion parameter γ:
When Markowitz (1952) first proposed this problem, he recognized the problems of simply inputing sample estimatesμ andΣ into the optimization problem, suggesting additional constraints to help control portfolio exposures. Frost & Savarino (1988) illustrate well the benefits of hard constraints, while Jagannathan & Ma (2003) relate such non-negativity constraints to a shrinkage of the covariance matrix estimate. 7 To focus on the quality of the covariance matrix estimate, I focus on the sampling properties of the global minimum-variance portfolio weights, effectively maximizing 25 for an arbitrarily large risk aversion parameter γ. This exercise concentrates on the accuracy of the covariance matrix and its role in asset allocation.
As illustrated in the Table 2 , it is not uncommon for another estimator to deliver portfolios with lower volatility than the Stein-optimal posterior expectation. However, the gains from selecting 7 As illustrated by DeMiguel et al. (2007) , naïve diversification rules often outperform statistically-optimal diversification. Britten-Jones (1999) and Okhrin & Schmid (2006) analytically solve for the distributional properties of optimal portfolio weights, underscoring their instable sampling properties. Other researchers have sought to perturb the decision problem itself for more stable sampling properties in the optimized weights. For example, Michaud (1998) proposes resampling the weights and Goldfarb & Iyengar (2003) considers robust optimization models. Several researchers have also considered incorporating Bayesian prior beliefs for the weights in estimating the inputs to the portfolio allocation process, an approach canonized by Black & Litterman (1992) the ex-post optimal covariance estimator are typically small, exceeding 60 basis points in only two samples. Table 6 provides a more detailed perspective of this property, reporting the volatility of estimated unconstrained minimum variance portfolios. Here, the Stein-optimal posterior continues to perform well, although not as uniformly as in terms of mean square error. In these samples, none of the other estimators deliver portfolios with more than 50 basis points of improvement in annualized volatility.
Interestingly, with the exception of portfolios based on the sample covariance matrix, almost every statistically-estimated portfolio outperforms both the completely naïve 1/N portfolio diversification rule as well that weights all securities equally as the zero-correlation naïve 1/V diversification rule that weights assets proportionally to the inverse of their variance. In some cases, notably those settings with a large number of securities, the difference can be over 10% in annualized volatility.
As such, while naïve diversification may be particularly useful when evaluated using measures that incorporate portfolio average returns in addition to volatility, the benefits to optimal diversification do appear substantial and can be realized even with extremely small sample sizes.
Looking at minimum-variance portfolio weights restricted to long-only positions gives a similar, albeit slightly muted differential in portfolio performance. As seen in table 7, the maximal difference between models in annualized portfolio volatility for the asset-class universes is never greater than 55 basis points. Among the Bayesian models, the Ledoit and Wolf shrinkage model often performs best, although the differential in performance between this and the Stein-optimal posterior is never greater than 20 basis points. Overall, the Stein-optimal posterior delivers stable and effective low-volatility portfolio weights.
Conclusion
A Bayesian perspective of covariance matrix estimation provides a flexible mechanism for introducing structure into the estimation problem. The simple Stein-optimal posterior expectation proposed here is easily implemented, fully automated, and performs well in a variety of asset allocation problems while allowing a completely empirical specification of prior beliefs. The sampling properties of the covariance matrix estimate itself are remarkably stable across different environments. The optimized minimum variance portfolios dominate naïve diversification rules even in small samples and perform quite well compared to any other estimated covariance matrix in portfolio diversification exercises. As with shrinkage estimators, the Stein-optimal posterior expectation can be applied not only directly to the portfolio optimization problem, but also as a part of more technical approaches that still rely on the estimated covariances of asset returns. Tables   Table 1: Reference Return Universes and Estimators This table lists the data samples used for the simulation samples as well as the estimators fitted to the simulated data. Data on returns for the reference securities were used to calculate sample covariance matrices that served as the "reference" covariance matrix. The simulation exercises generated a sample of mean-zero returns from these reference covariance matrices and then fit the estimators to the simulated sample, allowing comparison between these fitted estimates and the objective reference covariance matrix. Sample factor models are estimated using OLS with facotrs extracted via principal components analysis. Shrinkage estimators are all computed using the asymptotically optimal shrinkage intensity. Prior and bandwidth parameters for the Bayesian covariance matrices are determined using a simulated optimization procedure described in footnote 6. The tournament generates 1,200 simulated data samples of T = 25 normally-distributed, mean-zero returns with the reference covariance matrix, defined as the sample covariance matrix computed from historical return data for the security universes in table 1. The estimators are then fit to the simulated data. Mean Sq Error reports the mean square error between the fitted estimate and the reference covariance matrix. To evaluate portfolio selection, the Minimum Volatility exercise computes the variance-minimizing portfolio weights from the fitted covariance matrix and evaluates the true variance for this portfolio using the reference covariance matrix. The Min Constr Volatility follows the same approach, but imposes a non-negativity constraint when computing variance-minimizing portfolio weights. The Best Estimator when T = 25 reports the estimator that "won" the tournament by minimizing loss, whether in terms of the Mean Sq Error or the estimated portfolio's volatility, identified by the abbreviations in Table 1 . The "Potential Improvement on SOP Loss" for mean square error reports the percent decrease in mean square error by utilizing the ex-post best estimator instead of the Stein-optimal posterior expectation (23). For the minimum variance measures, the "Potential Improvement on SOP Loss" reports the absolute decrease in annualized portfolio volatility by utilizing the ex-post best estimator instead of the Stein-optimal posterior expectation. The "SOP Improvement on Average LW Loss" provides a similar comparison of the performance of the Stein-optimal posterior expectation against the average performance of the four Ledoit & Wolf shrinkage estimators, reflecting the impact of uncertainty in defining the prior target for the shrinkage estimator.
Reference
Potential Improvement on This table presents the simulated mean squared error in estimating covariance matrices for several reference asset universes. Panel A reports results for 20 country portfolios, 25 sorted portfolios (on size and book-to-market), and 49 industry portfolios from Ken French's website. Panel B reports results for a randomly drawn set of N stocks from within the CRSP database. The "reference" covariance matrix is defined as the sample covariance matrix computed from return data for the respective asset universe. For these reference covariance matrices, the simulation generates 1,200 simulated data samples of normally-distributed, mean-zero returns with a variable number of observations, T . The columns report the mean square error for the respective estimator models. The Single Factor covariance matrix is fitted using an equal-weighted factor. The Ledoit and Wolf Shrinkage matrix estimator uses a single factor target with the asymptotically optimal shrinkage intensity. The bandwidth parameter for the Stein-Optimal Posterior covariance matrix (23) and the prior parameters for the Benchmark Driven Correlation and Mean Reverting (Section 4) covariance matrices are chosen by using the simulated optimization procedure described in footnote 6. This table presents the simulated mean squared error in estimating covariance matrices using the Stein-Optimal Posterior expectation for variable bandwidths. Panel A reports results for 20 country portfolios, 25 sorted portfolios (on size and book-to-market), and 49 industry portfolios from Ken French's website. Panel B reports results for a randomly drawn set of N stocks from within the CRSP database. The "reference" covariance matrix is defined as the sample covariance matrix computed from return data for the respective asset universe. For these reference covariance matrices, the simulation generates 1,200 simulated data samples of normally-distributed, mean-zero returns with a variable number of observations, T . The columns report the mean square error for the Stein-optimal posterior expectation defined in equation (23) using different bandwidths. When the bandwidth is determined by using the simulated optimization procedure described in footnote 6, the rightmost columns report the mean square error and average bandwidth (h) for each sample. for a randomly drawn set of N stocks from within the CRSP database. The "reference" covariance matrix is defined as the sample covariance matrix computed from return data for the respective asset universe. For these reference covariance matrices, the simulation generates 1,200 simulated data samples of normally-distributed, mean-zero returns with a variable number of observations, T . The columns report the mean square error for the Mean Reverting prior with different prior variances. When the prior variance is determined using the simulated optimization procedure described in footnote 6, the rightmost columns report the mean square error and average optimal prior variance for each portfolio universe. for a randomly drawn set of N stocks from within the CRSP database. The "reference" covariance matrix is defined as the sample covariance matrix computed from return data for the respective asset universe. For these reference covariance matrices, the simulation generates 1,200 simulated data samples of normally-distributed, mean-zero returns with a variable number of observations, T . The minimum volatility exercise computes the variance-minimizing portfolio weights from the fitted covariance matrix. The columns report the "true" volatility of these portfolios under the reference covariance matrix for the respective estimators. The Single Factor covariance matrix is fitted using an equal-weighted factor. The Ledoit and Wolf Shrinkage estimator uses a single factor prior with the asymptotically optimal shrinkage intensity. The bandwidth parameter for the Stein-Optimal Posterior covariance matrix (23) and the prior parameters for the Benchmark Driven Correlation and Mean Reverting (Section 4) covariance matrices are chosen by using the simulated optimization procedure described in footnote 6. The Benchmark Portfolios include the 1/N portfolio, which equally weights all securities in the asset universe, and the 1/V portfolio, which weights all securities proportionally to the inverse of their variance. for a randomly drawn set of N stocks from within the CRSP database. The "reference" covariance matrix is defined as the sample covariance matrix computed from return data for the respective asset universe. For these reference covariance matrices, the simulation generates 1,200 simulated data samples of normally-distributed, mean-zero returns with a variable number of observations, T . The constrained minimum volatility exercise computes the variance-minimizing portfolio weights from the fitted covariance matrix subject to non-negativity constraints on the portfolio weights. The columns report the "true" volatility of these portfolios under the reference covariance matrix for the respective estimators. The Single Factor covariance matrix is fitted using an equal-weighted factor. The Ledoit and Wolf Shrinkage estimator uses a single factor prior with the asymptotically optimal shrinkage intensity. The bandwidth parameter for the Stein-Optimal Posterior covariance matrix (23) and the prior parameters for the Benchmark Driven Correlation and Mean Reverting (Section 4) covariance matrices are chosen by using the simulated optimization procedure described in footnote 6. The Benchmark Portfolios include the 1/N portfolio, which equally weights all securities in the asset universe, and the 1/V portfolio, which weights all securities proportionally to the inverse of their variance. Suppose the likelihood of the data is given by equation 6 and an investor's prior belief is given by equation 4 with parameters:
Proof. The proof for off-diagonal entries in the posterior covariance matrix follows directly from equation 13, which simplifies so that the weight assigned to the prior expected factor loadings is constant across factors and assets:
The proper specifications for s and v will set the matrix Λ = δΛ + (1 − δ)Λ where Λ is the diagonal matrix with (k, k) entry equal to the idiosyncratic variance estimated in the restricted single factor model andΛ is the idiosyncratic variance in the unrestricted covariance matrix. This can be done by setting idiosyncratic beliefs so that: v = T δ, and, s Proof. The mechanical details are somewhat tedious, but they simply involve taking the derivative of the risk function and quite a bit of rudimentary algebra pushing around the orders of summation and simplifying. First, note that the risk function can be written as:
Exchanging the order of differentiation and expectation defines the first order conditions for δ l :
With a bit of rearrangement, exchanging summation and expectation and moving the bias terms to the right hand side gives:
A zero equality will be helpful in reducing the above conditions:
=E E β i,k β j,k − β i,k β j,k β i,lβj,l − β i,l β j,l |β i,k , β j,k , β i,l , β j,l =E β i,k β j,k − β i,k β j,k E β i,lβj,l |β i,k , β j,k , β i,l , β j,l − β i,l β j,l =E β i,k β j,k − β i,k β j,k (β i,l β j,l − β i,l β j,l ) = 0
The first and second equalities hold by the Law of Iterated Expectations. The last equality is a consequence of the orthogonal factors and the unbiasedness of the OLS estimates. This equality reduces the expectation on the left hand side of the First Order Conditions 28:
E β i,k β j,k − β i,k β j,k β i,lβj,l − β i,l β j,l
= E β i,k β j,k − β i,k β j,k β i,lβj,l − β i,l β j,l + β i,l β j,lk − β i,l β j,l = E β i,k β j,k − β i,k β j,k β i,lβj,l − β i,l β j,l + E β i,k β j,k − β i,k β j,k β i,l β j,l − β i,l β j,l = E β i,k β j,k − β i,k β j,k β i,l β j,l − β i,l β j,l
A similar analysis for the expectation on the right hand side of the FOC's:
= E β i,kβj,k − β i,k β j,k + β i,k β j,k − β i,k β j,k β i,lβj,l − β i,l β j,l + β i,l β j,l − β i,l β j,l = E β i,kβj,k − β i,k β j,k β i,lβj,l − β i,l β j,l + E β i,kβj,k − β i,k β j,k β i,l β j,l − β i,l β j,l + E β i,k β j,k − β i,k β j,k β i,lβj,l − β i,l β j,l + E β i,k β j,k − β i,k β j,k β i,l β j,l − β i,l β j,l = E β i,kβj,k − β i,k β j,k β i,lβj,l − β i,l β j,l + 0 + 0 + E β i,k β j,k − β i,k β j,k β i,l β j,l − β i,l β j,l
Combining these results and using the definitions of B and V to represent their summed components, write the first order conditions as:
Corresponding to the linear system of equations 18.
A2: Empirical Priors for General Shrinkage Estimators
The result in proposition 2 immediately extends to shrinkage estimators with any prior factor specification, but sometimes the structured shrinkage target lacks an immediate factor representation.
To address this setting, denote the eigenvalue/eigenvector decomposition for the shrinkage target (an arbitrary, strictly positive-definite covariance matrix) as Σ P = B P Γ P B P and the corresponding decomposition for the sample covariance matrix as Σ S = B S Γ S B S . Let the complete set of orthogonal factors F 1 , . . . , F N represent this unrestricted return generating process, but rescale these so that the variance of the kth factor is now equal to the kth eigenvalue of shrinkage target Σ P . An estimator that shrinks the sample covariance matrix towards Σ P can be represented as:
Here, the rescaling of the derived factors allows for a uniform shrinkage to apply across all factors. This result is summarized in proposition 5, the proof of which is omitted, as it is almost identical to that for proposition 2.
Proposition 5 Suppose the likelihood of the data is given by equation 6 and an investor's prior belief is given by equation 4 with parameters:
Then the posterior covariance matrix is given by the shrinkage estimator in equation 33.
A2.1 Empirical Bayesian Priors Satisfying Minimal Weight Restrictions
An immediate corollary of proposition 5 relates to a shrinkage technique proposed by Jagannathan & Ma (2003) . They show non-negativity constraints on the minimum variance portfolio are equivalent to a shrinkage of the covariance matrix determined by the shadow costs of those constraints.
In particular, given covariance matrix Σ S , a vector shadow costs for each asset's non-negativity constraint λ, and denoting the vector with N ones by 1 N , the constrained minimum variance portfolio is equivalent to the unconstrained minimum variance portfolio for the shrinkage covariance matrix Σ * C defined as: 8 Σ * C = Σ S − 0.5 λ1 N + 1 N λ = 0.5Σ S + 0.5 Σ S − λ1 N − 1 N λ
Taking the eigenvalue decomposition, define B C Γ C B C = Σ S − λ1 N − 1 N λ and invoking proposition 5 immediately proves the following corollary:
Corollary 1 Suppose the likelihood of the data is given by equation 6 and an investor's prior belief is given by equation 4 with parameters:
Then the posterior covariance matrix matches the Jagannathan and Ma estimator in equation 34.
